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We present the crystal structure of the junction-
resolving enzyme GEN1 bound to DNA at 2.5 A˚ reso-
lution. The structure of the GEN1 protein reveals it to
have an elaborated FEN-XPG family fold that ismodi-
fied for its role in four-way junction resolution. The
functional unit in the crystal is a monomer of active
GEN1 bound to the product of resolution cleavage,
with an extensive DNA binding interface for both
helical arms. Within the crystal lattice, a GEN1 dimer
interface juxtaposes two products, whereby they can
be reconnected into a four-way junction, the struc-
ture of which agrees with that determined in solu-
tion. The reconnection requires some opening of
the DNA structure at the center, in agreement with
permanganate probing and 2-aminopurine fluores-
cence. The structure shows that a relaxation of
the DNA structure accompanies cleavage, suggest-
ing how second-strand cleavage is accelerated to
ensure productive resolution of the junction.INTRODUCTION
Homologous recombination plays a number of key roles in
the cell. In meiosis, it creates a transient physical linkage be-
tween homologous chromosomes to ensure accurate segrega-
tion and to facilitate genetic diversity in the process. In mitotic
cells, recombination provides a mechanism for the repair of
DNA double-strand breaks and facilitates the repair of inter-
strand crosslinks and DNA lesions arising during replication.
Defective homologous recombination results in significantly
increased susceptibility to cancer in humans.
The central intermediate species of recombination is the four-
way (Holliday) junction (Holliday, 1964), in which four DNA heli-
ces are temporarily connected by strand continuity. Processing
of such junctions is a key event that can occur by dissolution or
resolution. Dissolution involves translocation of two junctions to-
ward each other by BLM helicase followed by decatenation
mediated by topoisomerase IIIa (Cejka et al., 2010; Ellis et al.,
1995; Wu and Hickson, 2003). By contrast, resolution involves
the action of nucleases that are targeted to the structure of theCell Repofour-way junction. A number of junction-resolving enzymes
from bacteria and their phages, archaea, and yeastmitochondria
have been well characterized (reviewed in De´clais and Lilley,
2008). These enzymes selectively bind four-way DNA junctions
in dimeric form with high affinity, recognizing and manipulating
the junction structure, and introducing symmetrical, bilateral
cleavages that result in productive resolution.
Two main junction-resolution activities have been identified in
eukaryotic cells, both unrelated to those from lower organisms.
The first was GEN1, identified by West and coworkers after a
long search (Elborough and West, 1990; Constantinou et al.,
2001, 2002) and isolated through extensive biochemical fraction-
ation of HeLa cells (Ip et al., 2008; Rass et al., 2010). GEN1 was
also isolated from budding yeast (Ip et al., 2008) (as Yen1) and
Caenorhabditis elegans (Bailly et al., 2010). The other main activ-
ity arises from the combination of SLX1-MUS81-EME1-SLX4
proteins (Agostinho et al., 2013; Andersen et al., 2009; Fekairi
et al., 2009; Mun˜oz et al., 2009; Svendsen et al., 2009). At least
one of these activitiesmust be functional tomaintain cell viability,
as GEN1 and SLX4 are synthetically lethal in human cells due to
dysfunctional mitosis resulting from unprocessed junctions
(Garner et al., 2013). The meiotic phenotype of mus81D fission
yeast is restored by ectopic expression of human GEN1 (Lorenz
et al., 2010), and the budding yeast ortholog Yen1 is required to
resolve persistent DNA junctions during meiosis when mus81 is
deleted (Matos et al., 2011).
GEN1 is a member of a superfamily of structure-selective nu-
cleases (Grasby et al., 2012). These include the enzymes FEN1
that acts on various flap and double-flap structures (Ceska
et al., 1996; Hosfield et al., 1998; Tsutakawa et al., 2011),
EXO1 that cleaves 30-overhang structures (Orans et al., 2011)
and XPG (Rad2 in yeast) that acts in nucleotide excision repair
(Mie˛tus et al., 2014). Crystallographic structures of the latter
three enzymes reveal a common fold. This contains a relatively
flat platform of dimension 70 3 30 A˚, based upon a central
seven-strand twisted b sheet flanked on both sides by a total
of 15 a helices, reminiscent of an elaborated Rossmann fold.
All three proteins bind a DNA duplex (in FEN1 this is the helix
with the 50 flap strand), with a common element (termed H2TH)
that contacts the backbone of the uncleaved strand. In FEN1,
a second DNA duplex (that with the 30 flap and connected to
the duplex with the 50-flap by the continuity of the uncleaved
strand) is bound, such that the two axes are virtually perpendic-
ular. The active site is centrally located on the platform andrts 13, 2565–2575, December 22, 2015 ª 2016 The Authors. 2565
comprises a number of conserved carboxylate residues around
the a-b interface that coordinate one or two metal ions in the
crystal structures. Mechanistic studies on phage T5 FEN indi-
cate that at least two metal ions participate in the hydrolysis re-
action (Syson et al., 2008). Some functionally important helices
project above the platform. In all cases, the a helix immediately
C-terminal to the second section of b sheet (counted from the
N terminus) projects above the b sheet region to abut the end
of the DNA duplex, splaying apart the strands; it is thus termed
the helical wedge. This helix directs a conserved tyrosine toward
the DNA in FEN1 (Tsutakawa et al., 2011). A second section of
polypeptide observed in FEN1 and EXO1 is directed above the
platform, comprising 40 amino acids in two a helices. This is
termed the helical arch, through which passes the single strand
of the substrate thereby selecting substrates with such features.
Although sequence homology indicates that GEN1will contain
a number of features in common with FEN1, EXO1, and XPG, we
would anticipate that it would have to differ from the other family
members in a number of key respects. Given that GEN1 resolves
a four-way DNA junction, it must act in dimeric form, in common
with all known junction-resolving enzymes (De´clais and Lilley,
2008), in agreement with our recent analysis (Freeman et al.,
2014). Since the strands of a four-way junction are base-paired
and covalently continuous, it would not require the helical
arch, so this feature would probably be extensively modified
in GEN1. Although the active site would be expected to be
conserved in GEN1, the key question of interest is how the
enzyme is selective for DNA junctions. To answer this, we require
a molecular structure of the protein bound to DNA.
Studies of GEN1 from human cells have shown that the N-ter-
minal section acts in dimeric form to resolve four-way DNA junc-
tions (Rass et al., 2010). However, all fragments of the enzyme
have been found to be poly-disperse and fail to form discrete
complexes with junctions. In contrast, we found that the or-
thologous enzyme from the thermophilic fungus Chaetomium
thermophilum was very well behaved (Freeman et al., 2014). In
free solution the protein exists primarily in monomeric form,
but binds to DNA junctions as a discrete dimer to generate bilat-
eral cleavage by accelerating second strand cleavage. The
biochemical properties of this enzyme conform closely to those
established for the junction-resolving enzymes as a class (De´-
clais and Lilley, 2008). We have now solved a crystal structure
of active GEN1 fromC. thermophilum bound to theDNA resulting
as the product of cleavage.
RESULTS
Crystallization and Structure Determination of CtGEN1
The N-terminal 1–487 wild-type amino acid sequence of
C. thermophilumGEN1 protein (hereafter referred to as CtGEN1)
with a C-terminal six-histidine tag was expressed in Escherichia
coli, using normal and selenomethionine-containing medium.
Purified CtGEN1 was mixed in equimolar quantities with a
four-way DNA junction based on the well-characterized junction
3 (Duckett et al., 1988) and comprising 15 bp in each helical arm.
Equal volumes of DNA and protein were mixed in a final con-
centration of 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 2 mM MgCl2, 20%
PEG10000, and incubated with the same buffer using hanging2566 Cell Reports 13, 2565–2575, December 22, 2015 ª 2016 The Adrop vapor diffusion at 7C. Experimental phasing was achieved
by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion using the seleno-
methionine-substituted CtGEN1 (PDB: 5CO8). Some crystals
were soaked in 1 mM MnCl2 solution to exchange Mg
2+ with
Mn2+ ions (PDB: 5CNQ). The two crystal forms were solved at
a resolution of 2.5 and 2.6 A˚, respectively. Crystallographic sta-
tistics are presented in the Supplemental Information.
Analysis of the DNA Present in the Crystals
The presence of MgCl2 in the crystallization solution induced
cleavage of the four-way DNA junction by CtGEN1. In principle,
resolution cleavage could lead to four possible products, re-
sulting from cleavage of either pair of two opposing strands
(i.e., either strands b and r or strands h and x, Figure 1A). How-
ever, our previous biochemical experiments show there is a
very strong bias toward cleavage on the h and x strands of
junction 3 (Freeman et al., 2014), giving just two products
(in which the b and r strands remain intact). Electrophoretic
analysis of the DNA contents of our crystals (Figure S1A) shows
that the crystallization has selected one of the two products,
i.e., that with the intact r strand. The junction used in crystalli-
zation trials was assembled from four 30 nt strands that formed
four 15 bp helices and had an asymmetric core sequence that
precluded branch migration. Given that CtGEN1 cleaves
strands 1 nt 30 of the junction, the crystallized product should
comprise a 14 bp helix (the 30 14 nt of the h strand and the
50 14 nt of the r strand) and a 15 bp helix (the 30 15 nt of the
r strand and the 50 15 nt of the x strand), with a mismatch be-
tween the two helices comprising nt 15 of the r strand and nt 16
of strand x (Figure 1A).
The CtGEN1-DNA Complex in the Crystal Lattice
The crystals belong to the P3121 space group, in which the
asymmetric unit contains one CtGEN1 monomer and a duplex
of DNA with 14 and 15 nt strands (14 bp with a 30 overhang)
that adopts a standard B-form helix with no distortion. The 50
end of the 14 nt strand is located in the active site of the enzyme,
indicated by the presence of a bound Mg2+ ion (Figure 1B). How
does this asymmetric unit arise from the crystallized product
DNA that includes a 30 nt strand? The explanation must be
that the two duplexes of the product occupy crystallographically
equivalent positions within the lattice. The structure of the asym-
metric unit arises naturally from resolution cleavage of the
h strand, which produces a 14 bp helix with the 50 end of the
14 nt h strand in the CtGEN1 active site and a mismatched 30
nucleotide on the r strand. Within the crystal lattice, the other
half of the productmolecule is in a crystallographically equivalent
position with respect to another CtGEN1 monomer, with the 50
end of its x strand located in the active site of the second mono-
mer (Figure 1C; Movie S1). As a result, contributions from both
halves of the product DNA become averaged in the electron den-
sity map and have been modeled with 50% occupancy (Fig-
ure S1B). The second DNA helix should comprise a 15 bp duplex
with a 1 nt 30 overhang. However, its end is frayed by insertion
into the active site of the second CtGEN1 monomer and the
50 x nucleotide is not seen. Neither is the overhanging 30 nt of
the x strand, thus only 14 nt of the x strand are observed, making
it equivalent to the h strand in the structure.uthors.
Figure 1. The Asymmetric Unit and Formation of the Functional Unit
in the Lattice
(A) Scheme showing the pattern of cleavage of a four-way DNA junction by
CtGEN1 and the resulting product formation. Conventionally, we name the four
armsB, H, R, and X, and the component strands b, h, r, and x. The arrows show
the preferred position of cleavage by CtGEN1, to generate the product
(Freeman et al., 2014). This is also shown rotated by 180to match the view
seen in most of the molecular graphics. In the complex CtGEN1 is depicted
as a black ellipse, with the active site indicated by the red spot. See also
Figure S1B.
(B) Molecular graphics image of the asymmetric unit in the crystal lattice. This
comprises a monomer of GEN1 bound to a 14 bp duplex of DNA with a 1 nt 30
overhang.
(C) Two asymmetric units, showing how each DNA is bound by two GEN1
monomers, colored yellow and blue. See also Movie S1.
Cell RepoThe axes of the two duplexes forming a product molecule
bound to one CtGEN1 subunit are virtually perpendicular. In
the crystal lattice, a second monomer brings together the distal
ends of duplexes from two adjacent products at a 90 angle
(yellow monomer in Figure S1B and Movie S1). The 50 end of
the r strand of one product is juxtaposed with the 30 end of the
r strand of an adjacent product such that the r strand appears
quasi-continuous between the two product molecules. Inspec-
tion of an Fo-Fc electron density map calculated from a model
lacking the central phosphate reveals clear density correspond-
ing to a phosphate connecting the two halves of the 30 nt long
r-strand with partial occupancy (Figure 1D), in agreement with
the expected averaging between central and distal ends of the
duplexes. The head-to-tail GEN1-bound products form parallel
chains running through the crystal lattice in three orientations
related by the trigonal symmetry (Movie S2). However, these par-
allel chains are not all in register; the products in one strand could
align with those of an adjacent strand, or they could be offset
such that the h strands in one chain align with the x strands of
an adjacent strand. This is because all of the contacts within
the lattice are protein-mediated, and GEN1 binds each half of
the product in an equivalent manner. This lack of alignment
results in the averaging of the DNA sequences in the electron
density map.
The Functional Unit Is a CtGEN1-Product Complex
The functional unit is thus one CtGEN1 monomer with one com-
plete DNA product. We have, therefore, associated the 30 nt
strand as one covalently continuous strand within the complex
and will represent it in that manner hereafter. Thus the functional
unit contains a product of resolution (Figure 1E), comprising a
30 nt r strand, the 14 nt 30 section of the h strand (referred to sub-
sequently as 30h) and the 16 nt 50 section of the x strand (50x) of
which the first and last nucleotides are not visible in the electron
density. The trajectory of the DNA is strikingly similar to that
bound to human FEN1 (hFEN1) (Tsutakawa et al., 2011). The
DNA from the two complexes can be superimposed with a
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) = 2.88 A˚ (Figure 2D).
The Structure of the CtGEN1 Monomer
We have fitted 84% of the amino acids in the calculated electron
density maps, modeling all the secondary structure except for
a number of disordered loops and the C-terminal 22 amino
acids. CtGEN1 is an approximate hemi-ellipsoid of dimensions
80 3 30 3 30 A˚, broadening at one end to 40 A˚ (Figure 2A).
The shape can be likened to a rowing boat, with the DNA bound
on one edge of the relatively flat surface. The connectivity of the(D) Fo-Fc simulated annealing omit map of the electron density at the interface
of the two duplexes. This was calculated by omission of the central phosphate
of the long strand in the model used to refine the structure. Density corre-
sponding to a phosphate group with partial occupancy is present, clearly
linking the two strands. This is consistent with the existence of a 30 nt strand in
the crystal. See also Figure S1A.
(E) Parallel-eye stereo molecular graphics image of the functional unit
comprising one GEN1 monomer and a product that includes a 30 nt DNA
strand. The strands are colored to be consistent with the scheme in (A) with
the r strand as the 30 nt strand.
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Figure 2. The Structure of the CtGEN1 Protein
(A) Molecular graphics image of CtGEN1 with the secondary structure indi-
cated by yellow (a helix), cyan (b sheet), and green (coil regions). The green
sphere is the Mg2+ ion bound in the active site of the enzyme.
(B) Scheme showing the connectivity of the secondary structure and the
location of key residues. Two bound metal ions are shown as yellow spheres.
Broken lines indicate short connecting segments that are not visible in the
electron density map—these have been left blank in (A). The section con-
necting b3 and a5 comprising 12 amino acids corresponds to the helical arch
region of FEN1.
(C) Parallel-eye stereoscopic view of superposed structures of CtGEN1 and
human FEN1 (PDB: 3Q8L) (Tsutakawa et al., 2011). GEN1 is shown in green
and FEN1 in yellow.
(D) Parallel-eye stereoscopic view of superposed structures of CtGEN1 and
hFEN1with their boundDNA.TheDNAofCtGEN1 isblue and thatof FEN1 is red.
See also Figure S2.
2568 Cell Reports 13, 2565–2575, December 22, 2015 ª 2016 The Asecondary structure is shown diagrammatically in Figures 2B
and S2. This can be considered in two sections. The N-terminal
section runs from a1 to a15. It is constructed around a central
seven-strand b sheet that is parallel except for b7. It is flanked
on both sides by a helices, including the four-helix bundle
comprising a4 and a5 together with a14 and a15 that buries an
area of 1,256 A˚2. The connectivity of helices and sheet is in
most respects identical to that of the FEN1 family members.
The most prominent difference between CtGEN1 and hFEN1 is
that the two helices forming the helical arch in the latter are not
observed in CtGEN1. These helices would lie between b3 and
a5 in CtGEN1; if they adopted a regular structure they would
be visible, yet that section cannot be observed in the electron
density map consistent with it being unstructured and flexible.
Moreover, there are only 12 amino acids located between b3
and a5 in CtGEN1 whereas the helical arch of hFEN1 comprises
39 amino acids. If this section is excluded from hFEN1, then it
and the observed sections of CtGEN1 from the N terminus to
a15 superimpose with an RMSD = 2.07 A˚ (Figure 2C), showing
that the two proteins are closely related in structure.
The C-terminal section of CtGEN1 contains a three-strand
antiparallel b sheet (b8–10) and four a helices. This section fills
the wider end of the structure (the stern in the rowing boat anal-
ogy) and has no counterpart in the other FEN1-XPG family mem-
bers. Submission to the Dali server (Holm and Rosenstro¨m,
2010) indicates that the structure is similar to a series of chromo-
box homology proteins. The two sections of CtGEN1 are con-
nected by a disordered 15 amino acid peptide not observed in
the electron density. The C terminus of CtGEN1 lies at the end
of a19, directed away from the protein. In the full-length GEN1
this would connect to the remaining section of protein, of largely
unknown function. We find that we can fuse additional sections
of proteins C-terminal to residue 530 without loss of enzyme
activity. By contrast, the N terminus of CtGEN1 is located at a
DNA-protein interface and only 4 A˚ from the active site. Any
modification of the N terminus results in complete loss of activity
(data not shown).
DNA-Protein Contacts in the Complex
Within the functional unit, each CtGEN1 monomer is bound to
one product DNA molecule, derived from two arms of the four-
way junction as the product of resolution cleavage (Figure 1A).
The DNA-binding face of CtGEN1 contains a number of lysine
and arginine residues, forming a predominantly electropositive
(i.e., basic) track especially at the points of backbone contact
(Figure 3A), burying a surface area of 1,394 A˚2. There are no
sequence-specific contacts observed with the DNA nucleo-
bases. Altogether, both DNA helices are held by multiple points
of attachment to both strands (Figure S3), constraining their rela-
tive perpendicular orientation in the complex.
The cleaved DNA helix (the R arm of the product, i.e., the helix
containing the 50 end of the 30 nt r strand) is bound at the ‘‘bow’’
end of the CtGEN1 molecule. A complete turn of DNA is bound
along one edge of the flat platform generated by helices a1,
a9, a10, and a12 and their connecting loop regions. Helices a9
plus a10 correspond to the H2TH motif observed in hFEN1
(Tsutakawa et al., 2011). In addition, helix a10 of the H2TH motif
is oriented directly at the backbone, with its N-terminal end 4 A˚uthors.
Figure 3. DNA-Protein Interactions in the
CtGEN1-Product Complex
(A) Molecular graphics images of the functional
unit of the GEN1-product complex with the elec-
trostatic surface of the protein shown. Electro-
positive areas are shown blue and electronegative
areas shown red. Two different views are shown.
(B) DNA-protein contacts in the cleaved arm of the
product including the H2TH element (a9 and a10,
highlighted magenta). A number of basic residues
contact the phosphate groups on inward-facing
strands of DNA.
(C) The central region of the complex, where the
helical wedge (a3 and a4) abuts the ends of the
DNA helices at the junction. The phenyl side chain
of F44 is stacked with the unpaired base on the
continuous strand.
(D) DNA-protein contacts in the uncleaved arm
of the product. a4, a15, b8, and b9 (highlighted
magenta) contribute basic residues that contact
phosphate groups on both strands on the protein-
facing side of the DNA.
A schematic of all the protein-DNA contacts is
shown in Figure S3.from a phosphate group of the non-cleaved strand such that its
charge is partially neutralized by the positive pole of the helix
dipole (Figure 3B).
Helix a3 is positioned at the end of the cleaved helix, incompat-
ible with the continuation of double-stranded helical geometry,
and helix a4 is similarly positioned at the end of the uncleaved he-
lix (Figure 3C). The unit comprisinga3,a4, and the connecting coil
region is functionally equivalent to the helical wedge of hFEN1.
The phenyl side chain of F44 on a3 is stacked with the unpaired
nucleobase at the hinge of the unbroken r strand; this position
aligns with Y40 in hFEN1, where it has a similar function. The
strand connecting the two duplexes passes between the helical
wedge a3 and a4 and the loop between b6 and b7.
The uncleaved duplex (the X arm of the product, containing
the 30 end of the unbroken r strand) is located in a strongly elec-
tropositive cleft, with backbone contacts between the r strand
and a4 and a15 and the 50x strand with the three-strand b sheet
(Figure 3D). These contact 8 bp in total, on one face of the DNA
helix. The C-terminal section of CtGEN1 not found in hFEN1 con-
tacts an additional half-turn of DNA, thus adding substantially to
the contacts on that arm.Cell Reports 13, 2565–2575, DecThe Active Site
The 50 end of the 30 h strand (i.e., the site
of nucleolytic cleavage by the resolving
enzyme) is directed down into a strongly
electronegative cavity near the center of
the enzyme that we assign to be the
active site of the enzyme (Figure 4). The
cavity contains six conserved acidic
amino acids, contributed by the N-termi-
nal ends of a6, a7, and the C-terminal
ends of b2 and b3. A seventh conserved
acidic residue (D199) is located in a disor-
dered loop. Metal ions are bound in themiddle of this cluster of acidic side chains. For the original
Mg2+ crystals, a single bound ion (M2) was observed (Figure 4A),
but after soaking the crystals with MnCl2, two bound metal ions
were observed (Figures 4B and S4). Metal ion M2 is 2.1 A˚ from
the carboxylate groups of D141 and D143, while M1 is 2.2 A˚
from the carboxylate group of E122, 4.1 A˚ from that of D38
and D79, and 4.7 A˚ from E120. Substitution of each acidic resi-
due individually to alanine (Table S1) shows that while DNA bind-
ing is almost unaffected by removal of the carboxylate groups,
cleavage activity is impaired for each mutant, in most cases by
orders of magnitude. However, the impairment of activity for
the D38A mutant is relatively small. It is very likely that the metal
ions adjust their position within the pocket during the course of
binding of the four-way junction, as the phosphodiester group
becomes directly coordinated and the reaction progresses
through the cleavage of the two strands. In the standard two-
metal ion model of phosphoryl transfer reactions (Steitz and
Steitz, 1993), the metal ions serve to activate the water nucleo-
phile, stabilize the anionic transition state and position the reac-
tants. Nucleases operating such a mechanism frequently use a
positively charged side chain to stabilize the transition state,ember 22, 2015 ª 2016 The Authors. 2569
Figure 4. Molecular Graphics Images of the
Active Site of CtGEN1
The active site comprises six carboxylate side
chains contributed by b2, b3, a6, and a7 that co-
ordinate divalent cations.
(A) The active site of CtGEN1 from a crystal grown
in Mg2+ ions, showing a single bound metal ion.
(B) After exposure of the crystal to Mn2+ ions, two
bound metal ions are observed. These are coor-
dinated to the six carboxylate side chains and the
terminal phosphate group (P50 ). Parallel-eye ste-
reoscopic view of the active site showing the six
aspartate and glutamate amino acids and the 50
phosphate, with the 2Fo-Fc electron density map
for these components contoured at 2s. An
anomalous scattering map for Mn2+ is shown in
Figure S4.exemplified by the active site lysine of the junction-resolving
enzyme T7 endonuclease I (De´clais et al., 2001). There are a
number of candidates for this role within the unobserved region
between b3 and a5.
Interaction between CtGEN1 Monomers in the Crystal
Lattice Reveals a Potential Conformation of a Dimeric
Form of the Enzyme Bound to a Four-Way Junction
Examination of the crystal lattice reveals that protein-protein
interaction between CtGEN1 monomers brings two bound DNA
products into close proximity as though forming a four-way junc-
tion (Figures 5A, 5B, S5A, and S5B; Movie S2). The two CtGEN1
molecules interact primarily by the ends of alpha helices a4, a5,
and a14 (Figures 5C, 5D, and S5C) and their associated loops,
burying a surface area of 530 A˚2. The interaction generates an
almost coaxial alignment of the uncleaved DNA helices, while
the cleaved helical arms rotate toward each other on the major
groove side such that they include an angle of close to 90. An
axis of 2-fold symmetry bisects the plane defined by the axes
of these two helices and passes through the center of, and is
normal to, the coaxially aligned helices. Within this complex, it
is possible to reconnect the 50 ends of the h strands with the 30
ends of the x strands to generate a covalently intact four-way
junction (Figure 5E;Movie S3). This requires the base pair located
at the junction-proximal end of the uncleaved helix to be broken
and unstacked, the nucleotide at the 30 end of the x strand to be
rotated around toward the h strand and the (unobserved) 16th
nucleotide of the x strand to be modeled to make the phospho-
diester linkage (Figure S6). These two nucleotides lie close to
andmay stabilize thedisordered aminoacids betweenb3 anda5.2570 Cell Reports 13, 2565–2575, December 22, 2015 ª 2016 The Authors.TheShapeof aDNAJunction Bound
to CtGEN1 Observed in Solution
We have investigated the overall shape
of the complex of CtGEN1 bound to an
intact four-way DNA junction in solution
using comparative gel electrophoresis
(Lilley, 2008). This method was originally
used to determine the structure of the
four-way DNA junction in free solution
(Duckett et al., 1988) and has beenextended to study the shape of junctions bound to junction-
resolving enzymes (Duckett et al., 1995; Giraud-Panis and Lilley,
1998; Po¨hler et al., 1996; White and Lilley, 1996, 1997). In this
method, we compare the electrophoretic mobility of the six
possible forms of a junction with two long (here 40 bp) and two
short (14 bp) arms. The global shape of the junction can be
deduced from the symmetry and pattern of the relative mobilities
of the different species, since the relative mobility of species in-
creases with the angle included between the long arms.
Six long-short arm species of junction 3 comprising all combi-
nations of two long and two short arms were constructed, each
from four synthetic radioactively [50-32P]-labeled DNA strands.
The six species are named according to the long arms. A fraction
of each junction was incubated with a molar excess of CtGEN1
to form an enzyme-junction complex. These were then loaded
on to a 5% polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresis was per-
formed under non-denaturing conditions in the presence of
50 mM NaCl and 2 mM CaCl2; these conditions induce folding
of the junction but inactivate the nuclease activity of the enzyme.
The junctions in complex with CtGEN1 migrate significantly
more slowly than free junctions and exhibit a completely different
pattern of relative mobility compared to a free junction (Duckett
et al., 1988). The pattern of the complexes comprises five spe-
cies migrating at an equal, slower rate, with just one species
(HX) of significantly faster mobility (Figure 6). Species RX corre-
sponds to that seen in the crystal, and thus the long R and
X helices should include 90. Species HR has virtually identical
mobility so should also include 90. In Euclidian geometry, if
RX = HR = 90 this requires species HX (i.e., the fast-migrating
species) to include 180. Species BH and BX also have closely
Figure 5. A Dimeric Form of the Complex in
the Crystal Lattice
(A and B) Two different views of the complex, with
the strands colored to match the expected prod-
ucts of resolution as shown in the scheme in
Figure 1A. (A) The view is approximately down the
2-fold axis relating the two cleaved arms (B and R),
with the coaxial arms (X and H) lying horizontally
across the page. (B) The complex has been
rotated around the axis of the coaxial arms so as
to view down the axis of one of the cleaved arms
(arm R).
(C and D) Two orthogonal views of the dimerization
interface, comprising helices a4, a5, and a14 from
each monomer (highlighted yellow and magenta).
(E) The strands of the products within the dimeric
complex were reconnected requiring only a local
change in DNA conformation with opening of
base-pairing in the central region. Otherwise, the
DNA conformation was completely unaltered.
Only the DNA structure of the reconnected junc-
tion is displayed in this parallel-eye stereoscopic
view. The uncleaved arms H and X are coaxial,
with the cleaved B and R arms perpendicular to
them and to each other.
Parallel-eye stereoscopic versions of (A)–(C) are
provided in Figure S5. A close view of the re-
connected junction is shown in Figure S6. See also
Movies S2 and S3.similar mobility to RX, and species BH is expected to be equiva-
lent to RX as the other product species, not observed in the
crystal. So once again this requires HX to include 180. This
only leaves the angle BR (i.e., that between the cleaved helices)
undetermined. While that species migrates as a slightly less
well-defined band, it is evidently similar in mobility to the other
90 species, so these helices should also be close to mutually
perpendicular. Thus, the only model that is compatible with all
the angular constraints is that shown in Figure 6. This can be
visualized by laying the junction in a plane with the arms pointing
to the four corners of a square and then lifting the B and R arms
(i.e., the helices that are cleaved by CtGEN1) up so that they
too become mutually perpendicular. In fact, all the helical arms
are mutually perpendicular except for the diagonally opposedCell Reports 13, 2565–2575, Decarms H and X that must be approxi-
mately coaxial. The model emerging
from the solution study is in complete
agreement with the structure observed
for the dimeric complex with two product
molecules in the crystal (Figure 5E).
Base Pair Opening in the Complex
of aDNAJunction Bound toCtGEN1
In altering the conformation of the junc-
tion from the stacked X-structure in the
absence of protein, CtGEN1 must disrupt
the coaxial stacking of the arms, and
more extensive disruption of base-pairing
is expected if the protein bound junction
has the structure presented in Figure 5.Central distortion of junction structure has been observed in a
number of complexes with other junction-resolving enzymes
(De´clais et al., 2003; De´clais and Lilley, 2000; White and Lilley,
1997). We have previously used two methods to detect base un-
stacking and disrupted base-pairing; thymine bases become
susceptible to electrophilic attack at the 5,6 double bond by per-
manganate ion, and 2-aminopurine bases exhibit enhancement
of fluorescence.
We studied the reactivity of the thymine bases in the four
strands of junction 3. Two versions of the junction were individu-
ally radioactively [50-32P]-labeled on either the h or x strand (that
have thymine nucleotides at the point of strand exchange) and
reacted with 1 mM KMnO4 for 2 min at 25
C in the presence or
absence of an excess of CtGEN1. Reacted thymine nucleotidesember 22, 2015 ª 2016 The Authors. 2571
Figure 6. Global Conformation of the DNA Junction Bound by
CtGEN1 in Solution Analyzed by Comparative Gel Electrophoresis
Complexes of CtGEN1 bound to the six species of junction 3 with all possible
combinations of two long (40 bp) and two short (14 bp) helical arms were
electrophoresed in polyacrylamide under non-denaturing conditions. Radio-
actively [50-32P]-labeled DNA was visualized by phosphorimaging. Each
complex migrates as a single band, and the pattern of migration reflects the
geometry of the DNA helical arms in the complex (see text). The position of the
cleavage sites in the B and R arms is indicated by arrows on the junction
diagram.were detected by cleavage with piperidine and separation of
products by gel electrophoresis and phosphorimaging (Fig-
ure 7A). The results show that just a single thymine base of the
junction is reactive in the CtGEN1 complex, but not the free
DNA, on each of the h and x strands. These two thymine bases
are present immediately at the point of strand exchange of the
junction, and their reactivity is consistent with a disruption of
the structure at the center of the junction on binding CtGEN1.
We analyzed the fluorescent intensity of versions of junction 3
in which a chosen adenine nucleotide was replaced by 2-amino-
purine (2-AP). The two adenines either side of the point of strand
exchange on the r strand were individually substituted, as were
those 3 nt 50 and 30 to the point of strand exchange on the
b and h strands respectively. The 2-AP substituted junctions
were titrated with CtGEN1 in the presence of 1 mM Ca2+ ions
to prevent cleavage. 2-Aminopurine 3 nt distant from the junction
exhibited no significant change in fluorescent intensity on addi-
tion of CtGEN1. By contrast, the two 2-AP bases located imme-
diately adjacent to the junction exhibited marked increases in
intensity (Figures 7B and 7C). The 2-AP 50 to the point of strand
exchange on the r strand increased to a plateau level reflecting
an 40-fold enhancement of fluorescence, while that 30 to the
junction increased 10-fold. An increase of such magnitude indi-
cates a major opening of the junction, probably involving local
loss of base-pairing, although clearly this effect does not extend
as far as the third base pair. We have previously observed a
similar level of disruption of a junction by the yeast mitochondrial
enzyme Cce1 (De´clais and Lilley, 2000).
We repeated the same analysis on equivalent DNA species
constructed to represent the product of junction resolution.
Although 2-AP located at the r-1 position exhibited an in-
crease in fluorescence intensity on addition of CtGEN1, this
was only half that observed for the complete junction (Fig-
ure 7C). This was confirmed by activating the CtGEN1 in the
complex with the junctions by addition of an excess of Mg2+
ions, whereupon the 2-AP fluorescence intensity reduced by
50% (Figure S7).2572 Cell Reports 13, 2565–2575, December 22, 2015 ª 2016 The ADISCUSSION
The structure of CtGEN1 clearly reveals its heritage (Figures 1
and 2). Its protein architecture is closely related to those of the
other FEN1-XPG family members, including its active site, which
is that of a standard two-metal-ion-mechanism nuclease (Fig-
ure 4). A flap can be considered to be half of a four-way junction,
and so it might be anticipated that dimerization of a FEN-type
domain could generate a junction-resolving enzyme. Our struc-
tural studies show that CtGEN1 is effectively an elaborated
form of FEN1 that has substantially dispensed with the helical
arch that is not required for the selection of a single-stranded
section. Instead, this region of CtGEN1 is probably involved in
recognition of the central structure of the junction, and in part
contributes to the dimerization domain, while a new C-terminal
section makes additional contacts to the DNA so as to increase
the affinity and selectivity for the structure of the junction once
dimerization has occurred.
In our experiments, we crystallized a wild-type sequence in
the presence of Mg2+ ions. Under these conditions, CtGEN1 is
fully active, and the species crystallized is the product of resolu-
tion cleavage. The crystallization process has selected a single
product of enzymatic cleavage, containing the 30 nt r strand
from the junction and the 30 half of the h strand and the 50 half
of the x strand, i.e., the product with R and X arms. The expected
one nucleotide 30 overhang on the x strand is not visible in the
electron density, presumably because it is too mobile. Similarly,
the 50 nucleotide of the x strand is unpaired and not visible in the
electron density.
Although the functional unit observed in the crystal corre-
sponds to one of the products of resolution (Figure 1), protein-
protein interaction between the CtGEN1monomers in the crystal
lattice generates a structure that is clearly related to that of the
dimeric enzyme bound to a four-way junction (Figure 5). The
two DNA species are held by the proteins so that the uncleaved
arms (these would be the H and X arms of the complete junction)
are close to coaxial, while cleaved arms (B and R in the junction)
are mutually perpendicular and perpendicular to the H-X axis.
This is exactly the disposition of arms that was deduced for
the junction in solution from the comparative gel electrophoresis
experiments (Figure 6). We found that it was possible to recon-
nect the DNA strands in the complex observed in the crystal to
generate an intact four-way junction without altering the disposi-
tion of the arms (Figure 5E), but this required a degree of helical
opening at the junction center. This is fully in agreement with the
observation of enhanced chemical reactivity and 2-aminopurine
fluorescence on addition of CtGEN1 to a four-way junction (Fig-
ure 7). The opening of the four-way junction by CtGEN1 is similar
to that induced by the majority of junction-resolving enzymes
(De´clais and Lilley, 2008).
The dimerization interface observed in the crystallized com-
plex primarily comprises the helices a4, a5, and a14 and associ-
ated loops (Figures 5C and 5D). Dimerization involves a relatively
small contact area of 530 A˚2, consistent with a low tendency of
the protein to dimerize in free solution (Freeman et al., 2014).
Binding to a DNA junction is strongly cooperative, with a Hill co-
efficient >3 (Table S1). These observations suggest that CtGEN1
exists in solution primarily in monomeric form and dimerizes onuthors.
Figure 7. DNA Opening at the Center of the
CtGEN1 Complex Studied in Solution
(A) Reactivity of thymine bases to permanganate.
Junction 3 was radioactively [50-32P]-labeled on
the h or x strands. Single-stranded oligonucleotide
(ss), protein-free junction (), and junction in
complex with CtGEN1 (+) were incubated with
1 mM KMnO4 for 2 min. After termination of the
reaction the DNA was cleaved with 1 M piperidine,
and the DNA products were separated by gel
electrophoresis under denaturing conditions and
visualized by phosphorimaging. The arrowed
bands indicating sites of enhanced reactivity in the
complex correspond to the thymine bases high-
lighted in red in the sequence of the junction (right).
Note that these lie at the point of strand exchange
in the junction.
(B and C) Enhancement of 2-aminopurine fluo-
rescence in the junction (right, upper) and product
of resolution (right, lower). Junction and product
were prepared with individual adenine nucleotides
replaced by 2-aminopurine at the positions indi-
cated in color. The fluorescence emission spec-
trum of the junction with 2-aminopurine on the
r strand 1 nt 50 to the point of strand exchange as a
function of CtGEN1 concentration is shown in
(B). Note the enhancement of intensity as the
stoichiometry of CtGEN1 increases. The fluores-
cence intensity for all the constructs is plotted as
a function of CtGEN1 concentration in (C). The
data are labeled J for junction species and P for
product species with the position of substitution
appended. Note that the species substituted at
the nucleotides adjacent to the point of strand
exchange exhibit the strong enhancement of
fluorescence on enzyme binding. Titrations were
performed in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 so that
the CtGEN1 was inactive. After the last addition of
CtGEN1, an excess of MgCl2 was added to acti-
vate the enzyme leading to a reduction in the
fluorescence intensity for the junction species
(open symbols connected by broken lines). Note
that for the Jr-1 species, the resulting intensity is
similar to that for the product (Pr-1).
See also Figure S7.binding to the junction. This provides an opportunity for regula-
tion of activity that is not possible in resolving enzymes from
lower organisms that exist in solution in dimeric form.
Binding of active monomeric CtGEN1 to a junction could
potentially generate undesirable unilateral cleavage of a four-
way junction prior to dimer formation. We postulate that mono-
meric CtGEN1 activity is suppressed by a partially disordered
active site, providing a failsafe mechanism. The loop between
b3 and a5 where the helical arch in FEN1 is located is disordered
in the product complex, yet contains a number of basic residues
that are likely to play a role in both branch point distortion and theCell Reports 13, 2565–2575, Deccleavage reaction. The disordered region
is in close proximity both to the dimer
interface and to the reconnected strands
in our model of the intact four-way junc-
tion, suggesting that this part of the activesite only becomes structured when a CtGEN1 dimer is bound
to the intact junction, thereby activating the enzyme for cleav-
age. According to this hypothesis, CtGEN1 monomer bound to
a four-way junction would be relatively inactive, thus minimizing
unilateral cleavage of four-way junctions and preventing more
promiscuous activity on flaps and other kinds of junctions. We
are investigating these possibilities experimentally.
The structure of the DNA product bound to CtGEN1, and
the reduction in 2-aminopurine fluorescence on cleavage by
CtGEN1, indicates that the DNA structure at the center of the
intact junction is more open than the product, where the baseember 22, 2015 ª 2016 The Authors. 2573
adjacent to the cleavage site is paired. Moreover, the position of
the 50-terminal phosphate relative to the two metal ions in the
cleavage site in the product complex is not suitable for in-line
attack by a metal-bound water molecule, so the geometry in
the active site must have rearranged after cleavage. It is also
very probable that the metal ions have moved from their posi-
tions prior to the cleavage reaction. This relaxation is in contrast
with what was observed in the post-cleavage complexes of
FEN1 and EXO1, where the scissile phosphate remains bound
to the metal ions, and the adjacent base is unpaired. This could
explain our observation that in the resolution of a junction, the
second cleavage reaction occurs ten times faster than the first
(Freeman et al., 2014). If relaxation of the DNA structure following
first strand cleavage leads to a readjustment of the structure of
the complex so that the second strand is better accommodated
into the active site, this could lead to an acceleration of the
hydrolytic reaction. This would increase the probability that bilat-
eral cleavage will occur during the lifetime of the enzyme-junc-
tion complex and thus ensure a productive resolution of the junc-
tion, with a lower probability of release of a semi-resolved
junction.
The structure presented here reveals how CtGEN1 is spe-
cific for the structure of a four-way DNA junction and suggests
how it ensures that a productive resolution results from the
interaction.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Full experimental details are presented in the Supplemental Information.
Sample Preparation and Purification
C. thermophilum GEN1 1-487 with a C-terminal six-histidine tag was
expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) RIL (Stratagene). CtGEN1 was purified by
Ni-NTA affinity, heparin, gel filtration, and ion exchange chromatography. Pu-
rified CtGEN1 migrated as a single band on an overloaded polyacrylamide gel
in the presence of SDS.
Crystallization, Data Collection, and Structure Determination
Purified CtGEN1 was mixed with a four-way DNA junction based on junction
3 (Duckett et al., 1988) and comprising 15 bp in each helical arm (100 mM
each of CtGEN1 monomer and DNA junction). Equal volumes of DNA and
protein were mixed in a final concentration of 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5),
2 mM MgCl2, 20% PEG10000, and incubated with the same buffer using
hanging drop vapor diffusion at 7C. Crystals were soaked in cryo-protec-
tant, dehydrated by vapor diffusion equilibration, and stored under liquid ni-
trogen. Initial phases were acquired from the SAD data by locating the eight
selenium atoms with Autosol in the PHENIX suite (Adams et al., 2010). The
initial model was generated automatically by PHENIX autobuild wizard and
then applied to the native datasets by molecular replacement using Phaser
(McCoy et al., 2007). The model was adjusted manually and subjected to
several rounds of adjustment and optimization. Datasets for the complexes
with native CtGEN1 in Mg2+ and Mn2+ and the Se-methionine-substituted
CtGEN1 were obtained using synchrotron X-radiation at a resolution of 2.5,
2.6, and 3.15 A˚, respectively.
Analysis of Cleavage and Binding Affinity with a Four-Way DNA
Junction Using Point Mutants of CtGEN1
Active site residues of CtGEN1 were individually converted into alanine by
PCR. Rates of cleavage of junction 3 by wild-type and mutant CtGEN1 were
measured under single-turnover conditions. The fraction of DNA cleaved at
time t (Ft) was fitted to:
Ft =Ff,ðI expðkctÞÞ: (Equation 1)2574 Cell Reports 13, 2565–2575, December 22, 2015 ª 2016 The ABinding affinity was measured by electrophoretic retardation analysis. Data







where Kd is the dissociation constant, Pt is the total protein monomer
concentration.
Comparative Gel Electrophoresis
The six possible DNA junctions with two 40 bp and two 14 bp arms were
incubated with 100 nM CtGEN1, loaded onto a polyacrylamide gel in the pres-
ence of 2 mM CaCl2, and run under native conditions.
Permanganate Probing of the DNA Junction
Junction 3 with and without CtGEN1 was reacted with 1 mM KMnO4 for 2 min
at 25C and site-specifically cleaved by incubation with 1 M piperidine at 95C
for 30 min. The products were separated by gel electrophoresis under dena-
turing conditions.
Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Junction 3 and its corresponding r-strand resolution cleavage product were
prepared with adenine nucleotides substituted by 2-aminopurine at selected
single positions. Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra were recorded
between 330 nm and 460 nm in 1 nm intervals with excitation at 315 nm.
Spectra were integrated between 370 and 410 nm to calculate binding curves.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The accession number for the complex in Mg2+ ions, modeled as two DNA du-
plexes with two CtGEN1 proteins overlaid at 50% occupancy reported in this
paper, is PDB: 5CO8. The accession number for the complex after soaking in
Mn2+ ions, modeled as one CtGEN1 protein with an R-stem DNA duplex, is
PDB: 5CNQ.
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